
Thank you for choosing Timeless Wedding & Events for your upcoming tented event, we 
appreciate your business! We have over 25 years of experience setting up tents in the Rapid 
City and surrounding areas and we take great pride in each and every tented event we are part 
of. 
Please, review your contract and all policy information carefully and let your rental associate 
know if you have any questions or concerns. 
Thank You, 
 
Miranda Boenisch – Owner, Timeless Wedding & Events 
 
DEPOSITS & CANCELLATION 
Cancelling a Tent Reservation: If cancellation of a tent or canopy reservation is made after 180 
days prior to the event date the full 50% deposit paid will be forfeited. However, we understand 
that there are extraordinary circumstances that would cause an event to be postponed or 
cancelled and each circumstance will be fully be considered. If cancellation must be made, 
please contact us immediately so we can make appropriate arrangements. In the event of 
postponement, rental reservation dates can only be changed if availability allows. 
Reserving Tents & Canopies: Reservations for tent rentals should be made as far in advance as 
possible. We can take reservations up to a year prior to the event or the day of an event if 
availability allows. After our tent rental experts have helped you determine the appropriate size 
tent, assessed your location, and determined the quantities of any additional rental items, we 
will require a 50% deposit to lock a reservation in. After the deposit has been paid, your items 
will be held for your event. The remaining 50% of the total rental will then be due before delivery 
or pick-up of your items.  
Adjusting Tent Size or Changing Tent Reservation: Before a 50% deposit has been paid we are 
happy to adjust the tent size, dates, delivery arrangement, and other rental item quantities, etc. 
After the deposit has been applied, however, changes to rental items i.e. size, quantities, 
delivery arrangements, etc., can only be made if availability allows. Significant changes to rental 
reservation agreements may incur fees or require deposit of some or all of the deposit. 
 
 
INCLEMENT WEATHER & EMERGENCIES 
Tents are temporary structures. They are designed to provide protection from moderate 
weather, but like any temporary structure the protection is limited. In the event of severe 
weather conditions, i.e. strong/gusty winds, lightning, heavy snowfall, torrential rains causing 
ground saturation and/or flooding, etc., we may not be able to erect or take-down a tent 
according to original plans. If severe weather is imminent postponement or cancellation of the 
tent set-up/take-down may be necessary to insure the safety all parties involved – our 
employees, our clients, and their guests.  
Time Equipment Rental & Sales AND Timeless Wedding & Event Rental reserves the right to 
postpone or cancel the set-up AND/OR take-down of a tent, with or without prior notification to 
the customer. 



In the event postponement or cancellation is necessary, we will contact the appropriate 
individuals immediately or as soon as possible. Your rental associate will discuss all the 
available options with you. Any adjustments to rental contracts and/or changes in plans will be 
made accordingly and on a case by case basis.  
We sincerely hope your event goes off without a hitch, but if things go awry we’ll do our best to 
make sure you’re satisfied with our efforts. 
 
UNDERGROUND UTILITY LOCATING: 
Locating underground utilities is required and must be completed 48 Hours prior to ANY and 
ALL tents being set.  
Your tent rental associate will work closely with you to determine the location of the tent and at 
least one week (7 days) prior to your event we will make a request with South Dakota One Call 
to have the underground lines located. For safety reasons we require a 3ft buffer zone around 
any underground utility line, which may restrict the location a tent can be set. In this situation we 
may need to readjust the tent position or change locations.  
Note, some underground lines on private property are privately-owned and may not be marked 
by a utility company. Other underground lines, between a meter and the home or business, may 
be considered privately-owned. In these cases a charge by the utility company may apply to 
locate and mark those lines.  
If you have an underground sprinkler system or an invisible dog fence, we will need to know the 
location of the lines prior to laying our stake line and installing a tent. Please provide a diagram 
of the lines or have someone present that can show the installation crew where the lines are. 
It is the responsibility of the property owner/venue to locate private underground utilities &/or 
other underground lines. 
Time Equipment Rental & Sales Inc. and Timeless Wedding & Event Rental is not liable for 
damages to private underground utilities i.e. sprinklers, septic lines, power, and/or underground 
lines.  
 
 
OVERHEAD POWER LINES: 
For safety reasons we CANNOT erect a tent in close proximity to ANY overhead power lines.  
Please, inform your rental associate of any overhead lines that may constrain the location of a 
tent site. Because we may not visit every set-up location this is the responsibility of the 
customer. If our installation crew determines the proximity to overhead lines is unsafe, the 
position or location of a tent may need to be adjusted. 
 
ANCHORING TENTS: 
All tents MUST be anchored to the ground at ALL anchor points, no exceptions. 
To maintain the structural integrity of a tent it must be anchored at all anchor points. There are a 
variety of options available to anchor tents including large tent stakes and/or concrete ballasts. 
We do NOT use water barrels or structures as anchor points. The rental associate assisting you 
will discuss the ground surface at the tent site and determine the best option. 
 



HANGING SUSPENDED DECOR 
Timeless offers many options for tent lights & fabric swagging to decorate tents! We also have 
an experienced and professional team who are familiar with all of our tents and can safely install 
any suspended décor. Please, ask your rental agent about our full service decorating options. 
Hanging lights and/or fabrics from our tents is a great way to add ambiance, however there are 
multiple safety concerns that must be considered. If you plan to hang your own lights, fabric, 
lanterns, or other suspended décor please inform your rental agent so we can discuss safety 
and liability. 
Damages or issues resulting from a client or other vendors (i.e. DJ’s, decorators, caterers, 
florists) hanging suspended items is NOT covered by the Damage Waiver and replacements, 
damages, or repairs will be the full responsibility of our Client. 
 
SETUP & TAKEDOWN 
Unless you’re renting one of our small self-setup tent options your tent will be setup and taken 
down by our experienced tent crew. Setup or teardown of additional rental items, including 
tables, chairs, décor, etc., is not included BUT is available so please discuss your options with 
your rental associate. 
If you have opted to setup/teardown your rental items we will deliver them & stack them beneath 
your tent. Prior to our return after your event, all of your rental items must be stacked in the 
same manner as they were delivered. Please, have everything cleared from the tent and all 
items ready for pickup to avoid additional charges. 
As we approach your event we will discuss setup and takedown times, please make sure to 
review your contract carefully and let your rental agent know if you have any questions or 
concerns. 
 
 
 
FIRES, OPEN FLAMES, & HEATERS 
We do NOT allow using open flame candles under tents, which are not in a glass or other fire 
proof vessel that extends a minimum of 2in above the flame.  
We do NOT recommend having an open campfire under OR within 100ft any tent structure. 
ANY and ALL damages resulting from sparks, ash, or flame will NOT be covered under Damage 
Waiver. 
Propane heaters, patio heaters, or other heaters should always be used with caution. Please 
ask your rental associate about tent heating options and safety recommendations. 
 
 


